
f you haven’t used the fill handle in Excel, you’ll be

filled with thanks for the tons of time this little trick

will save you with some common Excel tasks. If you’re

still using Excel versions prior to Excel 2007, you’re in

luck! The fill handle is available in earlier versions of Excel.

What’s the Fill Handle?
the fill handle looks like a plus sign (+) and appears at the

bottom right hand corner of a cell when you hover over that

corner with your mouse. you can hover over a single cell to

get a fill handle for that cell. to get a fill handle for a range of

cells, first highlight

those cells that you

want to work with.

you’ll need to hover

over the bottom right

hand corner of either

the bottom cell in

your range of rows or

the far right cell in your range of columns to get a fill handle.

Using the Fill Handle to Copy and Paste
copying and pasting formulas and numbers is a very common

task in excel. When the cell to be copied from and the cell(s)

to be pasted to are adjacent, for me, the fill handle is the fastest

way to do it. simply click on the cell with the formula you want

to copy, hover over the

bottom right corner, and

drag the fill handle over

as many cells as you

want to paste. figures

1 and 2 are an example

of using a fill handle to

copy formulas. i clicked

on cell d3 (figure 1)

and dragged the fill

handle down to cell d9

to copy the formula from

cell d3 to cells d4

through d9 (figure 2).

you can copy and paste

data the same way. 

Fill Handle Examples
you can also use the fill handle to quickly fill cells with a

sequence based on the pattern of data in adjacent cells. open

an excel spreadsheet and follow along with this example.

1. enter 1 in cell d4, 2 in cell d5, and 3 in cell d6

2. highlight cells d4:d6

3. hover over the bottom right corner of cell d6 until the

fill handle (+) appears

4. drag the fill handle down to cell d10

your screen should like figure 3.

you can take this example further. try the same experiment

with Doctor 1, Doctor 2, and Doctor 3 in cells d4 through d6.

if you drag the fill handle down to cell d10, your screen should

look like figure 4.

in the last two

examples, we’ve given

excel a pattern in cells

d4 through d6 to follow

when we drag the fill

handle. When excel

recognizes a pattern, it

follows that sequence

in the cells that it fills

I
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with the fill handle.

the patterns and

sequence aren’t just

limited to numbers.

try filling cells d4

through d6 with Jan,

Feb, and Mar. if you

drag the fill handle

down to cell d10,

your screen should

look like figure 5. 

Up, Down, Left, and Right
so far, all of examples have taken formulas, data, or patterns

that we wanted to copy and filled the cells below the original

data. filling down is probably the most common direction that

i use the fill handle for, but you aren’t limited to just filling

down. you can drag the fill handle up, down, left, or right and

excel will take the example cell(s) you hovered over to start

with and fill any direction that you need to. 

Right-Clicking the Fill Handle
the fill handle recognizes days, months, years, linear trends

(1, 2, 3, 4), growth trends (1, 2, 4, 8), and other patterns (5,

10, 15, 20). if you’d like more control over what the fill handle

does when you drag, right-click when you drag instead of the

usual left-click drag. excel will bring up a menu that allows

you to choose whether or not the formatting will be filled along

with the data, what pattern excel will use to fill the data, and

more. you’ll see similar options from the Home tab on the

ribbon. click  Fill in the editing area and then Series. 

The Fill Handle Double-Click Trick
as long as you only have a few cells to fill, dragging the fill

handle to copy or fill data is a very useful trick in excel. if you

have 10,000 cells to fill, you need to know one more shortcut.

When you double-click the fill handle, excel looks at the

surrounding data, estimates how far you want to fill the data,

and fills the data for you! for example, if you have data in

column b from rows 2 through 10,002 and you double-click

the fill handle when hovering over a formula in cell c2, excel

will automatically fill cells c3 to c10,002 with the formula in

cell c2. excel sees that the data in the adjacent column

(column b) goes to row 10,002, so double-clicking the fill

handle fills the same distance in column c. double-clicking

instead of dragging the fill handle can save you a ton of time

in a big spreadsheet.

Conclusion
by adding the fill handle to your set of excel tricks, you can

save a ton of time copying formulas. you can also save time

by using the fill handle to automatically fill in cells to create a

sequence of days, months, numbers, and more. for more tips

and tricks on using excel in a medical setting, watch some of

the more than 200 free excel Videos at kelapro.com.  n

Nate Moore, CPA, MBA, CMPE speaks, consults, records, and

writes about Microsoft Excel and data mining in medical practices

throughout the country. His Excel Videos have been viewed over

25,000 times. Nate’s latest project is KelaPro, a software program

that automatically downloads critical practice data into Excel.

Practice managers use KelaPro to analyze their receivables,

collections, billed charges, new patients, reimbursement, and

more to better manage their practices’ revenue cycles.
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Billing Update!
We are working hard to enhance Billing

to ensure that it meets the needs of

our membership, but need your input.

as you see, each issue has been greatly

expanded to include topics that impact

our industry and businesses. 

We have created a new email address:

billing@hbma.org. Please feel free to send any

comments about Billing to this address. are there

particular subjects that you would like published in

future issues? do you have any comments about

past articles? Please offer suggested topics for Sound

Off! as well. We are open to any and all suggestions.

thank you!

Suggestions?
do you have a suggestion for a future column in hbma

Billing? is there a specific topic that you would like to

see covered by industry experts? We want to hear from

you. send your ideas to hbma@kelapro.com.
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